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Indirect Objects and Prepositional Phrases
   

   Indirect objects can be rewritten as prepositional phrases beginning 
   with to or for.

              example: My brother gave me his bike.       My brother gave his bike to me. 
              
              Some prepositional phrases beginning with to or for can be rewritten as 
              indirect objects. 

   example: Sam baked a cake for Zoe.        Sam baked Zoe a cake. 
   

   Directions: Rewrite each sentence below, changing the underlined indirect object to a   
   prepositional phrase beginning with to or for. 

  1. Celia wrote her grandmother a birthday poem. 

_________________________________________________________________________________

  2. Our friends gave us talent show tickets. 

_________________________________________________________________________________

  3. My brother bought me a hat.

_________________________________________________________________________________

  Rewrite each sentence below, changing the underlined prepositional phrase to an   
  indirect object. 

  4. I cooked a huge spaghetti dinner for my family last night.  

_________________________________________________________________________________

  5.  James taught new tricks to his dog. 

_________________________________________________________________________________

  6. Please bring those books to me. 
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ANSWER KEY

Indirect Objects and Prepositional Phrases

     Indirect objects can be rewritten as prepositional phrases beginning 
     with to or for.

                example: My brother gave me his bike.       My brother gave his bike to me. 
              
                Some prepositional phrases beginning with to or for can be rewritten as 
                indirect objects. 

     example: Sam baked a cake for Zoe.        Sam baked Zoe a cake.    
  
     

     Directions: Rewrite each sentence below, changing the underlined indirect object to a   
   prepositional phrase beginning with to or for.   
 

  1. Celia wrote her grandmother a birthday poem. 

Celia wrote a birthday poem for her grandmother. 

  2. Our friends gave us talent show tickets. 

Our friends gave talent show tickets to us. 

  3. My brother bought me a hat.

My brother bought a hat for me. 

  Rewrite each sentence below, changing the underlined prepositional phrase to an   
  indirect object. 

  4. I cooked a huge spaghetti dinner for my family last night.  

I cooked my family a huge spaghetti dinner. 

  5.  James taught new tricks to his dog. 

James taught his dog new tricks. 

  6. Please bring those books to me. 

Please bring me those books. 
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